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Name:__________________________                        

Keywords in Writing

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Determine what the word is and write it on the
blank line provided.

1. eveiwr 11. utveeaal

2. tsctrnoa 12. dneedeericvivpo

3. imzeuasrm 13. efdnie

4. saesss 14. snceqeue

5. gearu 15. tielonu

6. ideyiftn 16. dssucsi

7. bdesierc 17. npexlai

8. eadbte 18. taiuslletr

9. meaproc 19. siaclfys

10. ilst 20. zanaely

1. Provide an overview of main points of the 
topic.

2. Consider how things are different.

3. Provide a concise overview of the main points.

4. Make your own judgements about the topic 
with careful considera on and discuss how you 
arrive at your conclusion.

5. Provide your opinion either for or against using 
examples, proof, evidence, facts or details.

6. Name, list or indicate who or what.

7. Provide details about the subject or topic.

8. Write about the different opinions about a 
topic or a subject.

9. Consider how things are similar and different.

10. A set of items or names.

11. Carefully consider all aspects to formulate your 
ideas to make careful judgements about the 
topic.

12. Use proof to back up your wri ng with facts or 
suppor ng details.

13. Describe what something is. Provide a 
defini on.

14. Provide an order of the events as they happen.

15. Provide an overview of the maind ideas or a 
plan of the subject or topic.

16. Provide details about a subject and consider 
different ideas and opinions.

17. Provide clarifica on by describing specific 
details, facts or ideas that will enhance 
understanding. 

18. Use examples, pictures or diagrams.

19. Iden fy features in order to put things or ideas 
into groups.

20. Write about each part of the subject by 
separa ng it into parts.
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Keywords in Writing

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Determine what the word is and write it on the
blank line provided.

1. eveiwr review 11. utveeaal evaluate

2. tsctrnoa contrast 12. dneedeericvivpo provide evidence

3. imzeuasrm summarize 13. efdnie define

4. saesss assess 14. snceqeue sequence

5. gearu argue 15. tielonu outline

6. ideyiftn identify 16. dssucsi discuss

7. bdesierc describe 17. npexlai explain

8. eadbte debate 18. taiuslletr illustrate

9. meaproc compare 19. siaclfys classify

10. ilst list 20. zanaely analyze

1. Provide an overview of main points of the 
topic.

2. Consider how things are different.

3. Provide a concise overview of the main points.

4. Make your own judgements about the topic 
with careful considera on and discuss how you 
arrive at your conclusion.

5. Provide your opinion either for or against using 
examples, proof, evidence, facts or details.

6. Name, list or indicate who or what.

7. Provide details about the subject or topic.

8. Write about the different opinions about a 
topic or a subject.

9. Consider how things are similar and different.

10. A set of items or names.

11. Carefully consider all aspects to formulate your 
ideas to make careful judgements about the 
topic.

12. Use proof to back up your wri ng with facts or 
suppor ng details.

13. Describe what something is. Provide a 
defini on.

14. Provide an order of the events as they happen.

15. Provide an overview of the maind ideas or a 
plan of the subject or topic.

16. Provide details about a subject and consider 
different ideas and opinions.

17. Provide clarifica on by describing specific 
details, facts or ideas that will enhance 
understanding. 

18. Use examples, pictures or diagrams.

19. Iden fy features in order to put things or ideas 
into groups.

20. Write about each part of the subject by 
separa ng it into parts.
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